Introduction1
One of the most remarkable books in Hittitology for me is Jana Siegelová's Hethitische Verwaltungspraxis im Lichte der Wirtschafts-und Inventardokumente, published in 1986 . With exemplary philology, she presented the relevant texts and was able to make sense out of the most barren records, bringing to life an aspect of Hittite society until then only dimly glimpsed. It is thus with great admiration and gratitude that I offer this brief note to Jana Siegelová with my best wishes for continued productivity. Hittite texts virtually exclusively inform us of the concerns of the elite in their religious and political life. The economic sources are among the few that document some of the work the retaining class did to make their overlords' privileged existence possible. Even if they afford us only a small peek into this side of Hittite life, they constitute an invaluable addition to our understanding of their society. Scribes and clerks formed an important group among those retainers. Their writing activities were essential to the running of the state. According to our sources, the Hittite language had various ways of expressing the concept of recording a message on a tablet. Among the several terms for script carriers, we find the originally Semitic loanword tuppi (n.) '(clay) tablet' and nouns like (GIŠ.(ḪUR)/GI) gurda-'label, list' (vel sim.) or GIŠ lē'û '(wooden) tablet' . Serving as terms to express the notion of 'writing, recording' are verbs such as iya-/aniya-(lit. 'to do, make'), ḫatrae-('to send a (written) message'), ḫazziye-'to stab, make a stabbing motion' and gul-š-'to mark' .2 These are the main ingredients for the different constructions that I will discuss in the following.
-šan/-kan tuppi(ya) (dat.-loc.) iya-/aniya-/ḫazziye-/gul-š-'to write etc. (something) on a tablet'
In this first construction the script carrier stands in the dat. In what one could consider an extension of the same construction including the particle and the passive voice, we also find examples with the deponent ki-'to lie, be laid down (in writing)' and the verb zinne-'to finish (being written)':
(4) nu=ššan ša URU Kizzuwatni annalli tuppi kiššan kuit kitta˹ri˺ KBo 38.260 rev.? 14 + KBo 21.37 rev.? 17 (CTH 479, OlderS6) "what is laid down as follows on the old tablet from Kizzuwatna."7
